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FLOATABLE SEAL FOR PILLAR 

SUPPORTED TANKS 
Milford F. Haas, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Mayflower 

Vapor Seal Corporation, Little Ferry, NJ., a corpora 
tion of New ̀llersey 

Filed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 123,332 
8 Claims. (Cl. 220-26) 

The present invention relates to an inflatable, mobile, 
iloatable seal for use in pillar supported tanks and par 
ticularly in tanks used to store volatile and inflammable 
liquids such as gasoline and the like. Such products, in 
the presence of air, or when subjected to higher tempera 
tures, are inclined to change from the liquid to the gaseous 
state resulting in a loss of the product and increasing the 
possibility of fire or an explosion. 

In order to prevent loss from evaporation and to mini 
mize danger, most storage tanks are sealed, are filled from 
the bottom and are inaccessible except for a manhole in 
the top. It is therefore difficult to cover the liquid in a 
partially filled tank and for personnel to install any such 
sealing device from within the tank under such circum 
stances. This problem is all the more aggravated when 
there is a pillar roof support within the tank and where 
the cover must fit tightly about the pillar; the pillar and 
surrounding cover collar not being within reach from the 
roof manhole position at the edge of the tank roof. 

It is therefore the primary object of this invention to 
provide an inflatable, lloatable seal for tanks with a pillar 
supported roof where the tank cannot be taken out of 
service and Where the installati-on must be carried out 
from outside the tank through the roof manhole. 
A serious problem arises in the storage of highly vola 

tile liquids due to the evaporation losses occasioned by 
surface vaporization especially when aggravated by con 
vection currents set up in the vapor space over the liquid 
surface under the influence of the sun’s rays striking 
against the outside of the tank. Such losses result not 
only from the “breathing” losses caused by the expansion 
and contraction of the vapors above the liquid, but also 
are caused by fluctuations in the liquid level produced by 
the introduction and withdrawal of the liquid contents of 
the tank. 
When the tank is not too big and has no supporting 

pillars, a floatable partition similar to that shown and 
described in the patent to McClintock et al., No. 2,847,142 
issued Aug. l2, 1958 may be used. This partition may not 
be used however in a tank where the roof is reinforced 
by pillars or supporting posts. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a float 
able inflatable seal which may be inserted into a tank 
having a supporting pillar without taking the tank out of 
service or interrupting the normal operation of the tank 
and without allowing the escape of vapor around the pil 
lar or at any other point. 
A further object is to provide a structure which will en 

velop the post or pillar and seal off the escape of gases 
around it, this structure being capable of being placed 
into correct position around the pillar from a roof man 
hole location remote from the pillar and without taking 
the tank out of service of interrupting normal tank op 
eration. 
A still further object is to provide a structure which 

will accommodate itself to posts or pillars of different 
configurations when installed at a roof manhole location 
remote from the pillar. 
A seal of the type shown and described in the patent to 

McClintock et al., No. 2,847,142 will ship aboard large 
quantities of liquid when inserted into a tank service, 
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stall this seal. In this type of seal the liquid tends to col 
lect in one place making a bag-like form or shape in the 
bottom membrane or diaphragm. Under this condition 
when the seal is inflated the air ring or torus kinks and 
folds and therefore will not fully contact the tank walls. 
This condition is only relieved by pumping out the prod 
uct from within the boundaries lof the air ring or torus 
wall. 

In tanks with a single pillar roof support centrally lo 
cated, each half or section of the seal must assume the 
proper shape even when only partially inflated, as each 
half must be stift enough to be readily maneuvered from 
a location rem-ote from the center pillar support into the 
correct position about the center pillar support; while at 
the same time not being fully inflated, where the seal is 
physically too large to move in any direction but up and 
down and thus could not be manipulated int-o correct 
position about the pillar support at full operating infla 
tion pressure. When each half or section is in correct posi 
tion, full operating or working inflation pressure is ap 
plied and locks the seal into a vapor tight position about 
the center pillar support and the tank walls. Once full 
inflation pressure is applied the 'diameter of the seal would 
be larger than the inside diameter of the tank if not 
confined by the tank walls, thus all but an up and down 
movement of the seal is prevented, and rotational or 
transverse location movements are prohibited. 
As will be clear from the foregoing a seal with a bottom 

membrane or diaphragm where liquid will collect and 
distort the seal shape, will not allow the halves or sections 
of the seal to be maneuvered into correct position from a 
remotely located roof manhole position. 

For this reason I provide seals for use in pillar sup 
port-ed tanks with a self draining or emptying membrane 
or diaphragm. This membrane or diaphragm is suspended 
above the liquid level of the tank and is equipped with 
special buoyant type check valves and drain tubes which 
will allow any liquid present on the membrane or dia 
phragm to drain oil through the check valves and drain 
tubes and will prevent the escape of product vapor during 
the normal operation of the seal and the flooding of the 
seal membrane or diaphragm during the installation of the 
seal. Therefore when each half or section is only partiallyV 
inflated during installation any liquid present on the seal 
will drain off, the seal will take the proper shape, allow 
ing the halves or sections to be positioned into the cor 
rect position about the pillar support ready to be locked 
in place by the final working pressure inflation. 

Therefore a primary object of this invention for use in 
pillar supported tanks is to provide a self draining or 
emptying type of membrane or diaphragm suspended 
above the tank liquid, equipped with buoyant type check 
valves and drain tubes, to drain oil any liquid on the seal 
and thus make possible the manipulation of the seal halves 
or sections into correct position about the pillar roof 
support; this being accomplished from a roof manhole 
position remote from the said pillar roof support. 

The invention and its objects may be more fully un 
derstood from the following description when it is read 
in conjunction with‘the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a top plan view partly in section, showing 
the invention in a tank. 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation also partly in section. 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the side seal. 

_ FIG. 4 is a detailed view showing a center seal around 
a pillar. ’ 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken on the line 5-5 of 
FIG. 4. 

FIG. 5A is an enlarged sectional view taken on the 
line SA-SA of FIG. 4. 
_ FIG. 6 is an enlarged sectional view showing the seal 
around a post. 
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FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of the buoyant check 
valve in one position during installation showing how the 
buoyant check valve raises the membrane above the level 
of the liquid. 

FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 7 showing the action 
of the valve after installation and the self draining of the 
membrane of any liquid above the membrane. 

FIG. 9 is a similar view showing the membrane and 
valve in operating position after installation has been 
completed and all liquid drained from the top of the 
membrane. 

PIG. 10 is a top plan view of the valve float. 
Referring more particularly to the drawings, the tank 

10 is of a more or less conventional type having side 
walls 11 and a roof 12 with a manhole 13 and a cover 
therefor 14, The roof is supported by the walls 11 and a 
central post or pillar 1S. 

Floating on the liquid at level 16 is the multiple sealing 
unit consisting of the sections 17 and 18 each of which 
is provided with a special buoyant type of check valve 
and drain 19. It will be understood that the sealing unit 
rides up and down within the tank as the supply of liquid 
in the tank rises or falls. 
Each of the sealing units 17 and 18 consists of a body 

portion made of a material which is not affected by gaso~ 
line or petroleum such as an impregnated plastic. It is 
generally semi-annular in shape and is supplied with a 
semi-annular inflatable pontoon 20 having a deformable 
tubular auxiliary member 32 which engages the inner 
wall of the tank and the abutting diameters of sections 
17 and 18 to prevent the passage of vapors. It may also 
be provided with a flexible vertical sealing bulk-head or 
skirt 33 to seal olf the vapors within the boundaries of 
the semi-annular inflatable pontoon 20, as in some cases 
the pontoon does not `fully contact the liquid surface 
throughout its entire periphery, due to uneven stresses in 
the pontoon casing or seal membrane or when following 
the liquid level in withdrawal operations a portion of the 
pontoon may temporarily not be in Contact with the tank 
liquid. 
The sealing units abut each other to complete the seal, 

generally in a more or less straight line across the center 
of the tank and the abutting surfaces are provided with 
engaging or junction pontoons 34 and 24 and deformable 
tubular auxiliary members 32. 

Both of the pontoons are provided with expandable 
means to accommodate the post or pillar 15. Where there 
is more than one post or pillar, there will be as many 
such structures as there are posts or pillars to accom 
modate. 
A preferred form of such structure is shown in detail 

in FIG. 6 although the structure may be varied to ñt the 
need. 
The structure shown in the drawings is designed to 

accommodate posts or pillars of different shape whether 
round, I beam or H beam in shape. 
As shown in FIG. 6 and elsewhere, I provide a pair of 

depending members 25 attached to the deformable tubu 
lar auxiliary members 32 and to the rigid walls of the 
cavity or recess 28, these depending members extending 
below the tank liquid level as shown in FIG. 5A. The 
recess 28 and the depending members 25 surround three 
sides of the post 15. The recess 28 is provided with a 
flexible seal 26 which may include a plurality of flexible 
and resilient flaps 27 adapted to conform themselves to 
the contours of the post or pillar 15. 

In practice these may be covered with a ilexible sheet 
27' to prevent any seepage of vapors. 
The members 25 as well as the deformable tubular aux 

iliary members 32 are abutted by the edge of the co 
operating section to form a complete sealing unit. 

In order to urge the abutting edges of the deformable 
tubular members 32 and 25 into close sealing contact, I 
provide an air spring 36 extending from the center of 
the pontoons 24 and 34 to the semi-annular pontoons 20. 
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The air spring 30 is independently inflated by means of a 
valve 31 and is tubular in cross section. 
Air pressure of suñîcient strength may be introduced to 

insure sealing contact not only between the sealing units 
17 and 18 but also between the units and the side walls 
of the tank. 

This pressure is controlled so that while it maintains 
sealing, it will still allow the unit to move up and down 
with the level of the material in the tank. 
As has been previously pointed out, the seal is sub 

jected to flooding during installation in a tank in service 
and accumulation of condensation and accidental product 
discharge upon it during its service life. 

In or-der to circumvent the above conditions, I provide 
a self-draining or emptying type membrane suspended 
above the tank liquid, this membrane being provided with 
a plurality of a special buoyant type of drain and check 
valve which will prevent flooding by the buoyant action of 
the valve itself, which lloats the drain ports above the 
tank liquid in addition to the valve iioat closing off these 
ports and thus a double positive, check function is per 
formed. In addition the valve acts as a drain throughout 
the service life of the seal allowing the condensation of 
product accumulation to drain off and acts as a check 
valve to prevent vapors beneath the seal membrane from 
escaping through the drain ports. 
A preferred form of the buoyant drain and check valve 

together with the self-draining membrane or diaphragm 
is shown in FIGS. 7, 8, 9 and l0. 
The buoyant drain and check valve 21 is provided, one 

or more, as necessary for each section. It consists of a 
chamber 35 having a flexible drain 22 extending below 
the level of the liquid so that no vapors can escape regard~ 
less of the position of the ñoat 23. The float Z3 is smaller 
in diameter than the chamber 35 in order to allow liquid 
to drain around the periphery of the iloat. When liquid 
enters into the chamber 35, from backiiow through the 
flexible drain 22, the float rises, presses against the mem 
brane drain ports, closing them to liquid flow and at the 
same time raises these drain ports (as shown in FIG. 7) 
above the liquid level; providing a positive action or check 
against back flow of any liquid onto the membrane or 
diaphragm. 
When the liquid enters the chamber 35, through the 

membrane drain ports, the float raises off the bottom 
chamber drain port, allowing the liquid in the chamber 
to drain through the port and liexible drain 22. The valve 
is designed so that the rate of liquid flow through the 
membrane drain ports is less than through the bottom 
chamber port, therefore preventing the float from raising 
against the membrane ports and thus intermittingly inter 
rupting liquid flow. (see FIG. 8). 
When all liquid has drained from the membrane or 

diaphragm, the ñoat then drops to cover the chamber bot 
ton port, thus sealing all vapors within the flexible drain 
22 and preventing vapors below the membrane or di 
aphragm from escaping through the drain and check valve. 

I claim: 
1. A collapsible ñoating seal assembly for positioning 

within an enclosed tank having one or more supporting 
pillars for the roof section of the tank, the assembly being 
constructed for disposition upon the surface of readily 
vaporizable liquid within the tank, the assembly compris 
ing a plurality of separate units, each unit being capable 
of separate handling and having an effective area of less 
than the total area of the liquid surface, all of the units, 
when positioned on the liquid surface, floating thereon and 
ñtting together to cover substantially the entire liquid sur 
face, each unit having edge portions to fit to the tank 
walls and edge portions to conform to adjacent edge 
portions of other of the units, certain of said edge portions 
being shaped to conform to the transverse cross-section of 
a supporting pillar, each separate unit having inflatable 
pontoon elements extending about the edge portions at 
the periphery of that separate unit, means for forcing 
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pontoon elements of the units, when all of the units are 
positioned in the tank, into engagement with each other 
to cooperate to form a substantially continuous peripheral 
pontoon member conforming to the contouring of the 
tank walls and other immediately adjacent pontoon ele 
ments of other of the units, and edge portions at a sup~ 
porting pillar engaging thereagainst, deformable cushion 
ing members carried by the pontoon elements for direct 
engagement with the tank walls, and with each other at 
other of the edge portions of the units, and a substantially 
imperforate body portion for each unit extending between 
the pontoon elements of that unit, and all cooperating to 
seal against the passage of vapor from the liquid past 
the assembly. 

2. A collapsible floating seal assembly for positioning 
within an enclosed tank having one or more supporting 
pillars for the roof section of the tank, the assembly being 
constructed for disposition upon the surface of readily 
vaporizable liquid within the tank, the assembly comp-ris 
ing a plurality of separate units, each unit being capable 
of separate handling and having an effective area of less 
than the total area of the liquid surface, all of the units, 
when positioned on the liquid surface, floating thereon and 
fitting together to cover substantially the entire liquid 
surface, each unit having edge portions to fit to the tank 
walls and edge portions to conform to adjacent edge por 
tions of other of the units, certain of said edge portions 
being shaped to conform to the transverse cross-section 
of a supporting pillar, each separate unit having inflatable 
pontoon elements extending about the edge portions at 
the periphery of that separate unit, means for forcing 
pontoon elements of the units, when all of the units are 
positioned in the tank, into engagement with each other 
to cooperate to form a substantially continuous peripheral 
pontoon member conforming to the contouring of the 
tank walls and other immediately adjacent pontoon ele 
ments of other of the units, and edge portions at a sup 
porting pillar engaging thereagainest, hollow deformable 
cushoning members carried by the pontoon elements for 
direct engagement with the tan-k walls, and with each 
other at other of the edge portions of the units, and a 
substantially imperforate body portion for each unit ex 
tending between the pontoon elements of that unit, and all 
cooperating to seal against the pillar to prevent passage 
of vapor from the liquid past the assembly. 

3. A collapsible floating seal assembly for positioning 
within an enclosed tank, the assembly being constructed 
for disposition upon the surface of readily vaporizable 
liquid within the tank, the assembly comprising a unit 
including a substantially imperforate body portion, and 
a peripheral pontoon forming means for floating the as 
sembly on the liquid surface to cover substantially the 
entire liquid surface, pontoon elements of the unit pro 
viding means to engage the tank walls for sealing off 
against movement lof vapor from the liquid past the as 
sembly, and an inflatable member extending substantially 
from edge to edge of the unit, said member, on being 
inflated, providing means to move the peripheral pontoon 
into engagement with the tank walls. 

4. A collapsible floating seal assembly for positioning 
within an enclosed tank, the assembly being constructed 
for disposition upon the surface of readily vaporizable 
liquid within the tank, the assembly comprising a unit 
including a substantially imperforate body portion, and 
a peripheral inflatable pontoon forming means for floating 
the assembly on the liquid surface to cover substantially 
the entire liquid surface, pontoon elements of the unit 
providing means to engage the tank walls for sealing off 
against movement of vapor from the liquid past the as 
sembly, and a member extending substantially from edge 
to edge of the unit and being inflatable independently of 
the pontoon, said member, on being inflated, providing 
means to move the peripheral pontoon into engagement 
with the tank walls. 

5. A collapsible floating assembly for positioning within 
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an enclosed tank having one or more supporting pillars 
for the r-oof section of the tank, the assembly 4being con 
structed for disposition upon the surface of readily vapor 
izable liquid within the tank, the assembly comprising a 
plurality o-f separate units, each unit being capable o-f 
separate handling and having an effective area of less than 
the total area of the liquid surface, all of the units, when 
positioned on the liquid surface, floating thereon and fit 
ting together to cover substantially the entire liquid sur 
face, each unit having edge portions to fit to the tank 
walls and edge portions to conform to adjacent edge 
portions of other of the units, certain of said edge portions 
being shaped to conform to the transverse cross-section 
of a supporting pillar, each separate unit comprising a 
substantially imperforate body portion, and an inflatable 
p-ontoon element extending about the edge portions at the 
periphery of that separate unit, means for forcing pontoon 
elements of the units, when all of the units are positioned 
in the tank, cooperating to form a substantially continuous 
pontoon member conforming to the contouring of the tank 
walls and other pontoon elements engaging immediately 
adjacent pontoon elements of other of the units, and edge 
portions at a supporting pillar engaging thereagainst, and 
an inflatable member extending substantially from edge to 
edge of the unit, said member, on being inflated, providing 
means to move the pontoon member into engagement with 
the tank walls, and with other pontoon elements at other 
edge portions, and all cooperating to seal against the 
passage of vapor from the liquid past the assembly. 

6. A collapsible floating seal assembly for positioning 
within an enclosed tank having one or more supporting 
pillars for the roof section of the tank, the assembly being 
constructed for disposition upon the surface of readily 

` vaporizable liquid Within the tank, the assembly compris 
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ing a plurality of separate units, each unit being capable 
of separate handling and having an effective area of less 
than the total area of the liquid surface, all of the units, 
when positioned on the liquid surface, floating thereon and 
fitting together to cover substantially the entire liquid 
surface, each unit having edge portions to fit to the tank 
walls, and edge portions to conform to adjacent edge 
portions of other of the units, each separate unit compris 
ing a substantially imperforate body portion, and an in« 
Ílatable pontoon element extending about the edge por 
tions at the periphery of that separate unit, means for 
forcing pontoon elements of the units, when all of the 
units are positioned in the tank, into engagement with 
each other to cooperate to form a substantially continuous 
peripheral pontoon member conforming to the contouring 
of the tank walls and other immediately adjacent pontoon 
elements of other of the units, and an inflatable member 
extending substantially from edge to edge of the unit, said 
member, on being inflated, providing means to move the 
pontoon member into engagement with the tank walls and 
other pontoon elements at other edge portions, and all 
cooperating to prevent movement of vapor from the liquid 
past the assembly. 

7. A collapsible floating seal assembly for positioning 
within an enclosed tank having one or more supporting 
pillars for the roof section of the tank, the assembly being 
constructed for disposition upon the surface of readily 
vaporizable liquid within the tank, the assembly compris 
ing a plurality of separate units, each unit being capable 
of separate handling and having an effective area of less 
than the total area of the liquid surface, all of the units, 
when positioned on the liquid surface, floating thereon and 
fitting together to cover substantially the entire liquid 
surface, each unit having edge portions to fit to the tank 
Walls and edge portions to conform to adjacent edge por 
tions of other of the units, certain of said edge portions 
being shaped and having depending sections t-o engage 
against and conform to the transverse cross-section of a 
supporting pillar, each separate unit comprising a sub 
stantially imperforate body portion, and in inflatable pon 
toon element extending about the edge portions at the 
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periphery of that separate unit, means for forcing pontoon 
elements of the units, when all of the units are positioned 
in the tank, into engagement with each other to cooperate 
to form a substantially continuous peripheral pontoon 
member conforming to the contouring of the tank Walls 
and 4other immediately adjacent pontoon elements of other 
of the units, and edge portions at a supporting pillar 
engaging thereagainst, deformable cushioning members 
carried by the pontoon elements for direct engagement 
with the tank Walls, and with each other at other edge 
portions of other of the units, and an inñatable member 
extending substantially from edge to edge of the unit, said 
member, on being inflated, providing means to move the 
pontoon member into engagement with the tank walls and 
other pontoon elements at other edge portions into engage 
ment With each other, and all cooperating to seal against 
the passage of vapor from the liquid past the assembly. 

8. A collapsible floating seal assembly for positioning 
within an enclosed tank having one or more supporting 
pillars for the roof section of the tank, the assembly being 
constructed for disposition upon the surface of readily 
vaporazible liquid within the tank, the assembly compris 
ing a plurality of sepa-rate units each capable of separate 
handling, all of the units, when positioned on the liquid 
surface, floating thereon and ñtting together to cover sub 
stantially the entire liquid surface, each unit comprising 
a substantially imperforate body portion having edge por 
tions to fit to the tank Walls and edge portions to conform 
to and fit against edge portions of other of the assembled 
units, certain of said edge portions being contoured to 
conform to the transverse cross-section of a supporting 
pillar, each separate unit having inflatable pontoon ele 
ments extending about the edge portions at the periphery 
of that unit, the pontoon elements carrying separate de 
formable elements cooperating to engage the tank Walls 
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and immediately adjacent pontoon elements of other of 
the units and against the pillars to prevent passage of 
vapor, those pontoon elements providing for engagement 
with the tank Walls having a skirt depending therefrom 
to a level below the top surface of liquid in the tank, each 
body portion carrying a valve having buoyant means for 
permitting liquid to drain from the top surface of the 
body portion to the liquid in the tank, and to prevent 
liquid or liquid vapor from passing from the tank to the 
top surface of the body portion, and drainage means 
depending from the valve a distance to a point just below 
the surface of the liquid in the tank, the valve and the 
drainage means being sealed against passage of liquid 
vapor therethrough from above the liquid in the tank. 
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